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Cycling and school mobility in Denmark

• Denmark - Cycling as a mode of transportation is well established, but 
certain groups are disconnected from recent development

• Ages 6-10: 1993-2009 - Cycling declined from 42% - 35% 

• Ages 11-15: 1993-2009 – cycling declined from 68% - 54%

• Cycling rates have since only sligthly recoverred



Barriers to childrens active transportation

• Parents concern for children’s safety in traffic.

• Roads and neighbourhoods centred around automobility

• Infrastructure interventions or educational/promotional approaches 

– changing the built environment or cycling culture?



Staging mobilities 
• Staging from above –

Planners, engineers, politicians. 

• Staging from below –

Enacting/performing mobilities

• Cycling to school becomes a practice

when it is acted out – both cultural

meaning and embodied performance

O. B. Jensen 2014 Designing Mobilities



• How is cycling in school mobility staged from below?

• How can this provide possibilities for promoting cycling in school 
mobility?



School mobility – An opportunity for active and 
unsupervised travel

• ”It feels like it’s faster getting to 
school by bike… and much more 
”energy-like” … you use a lot of 
energy. In the bus you only stand and 
wait… you don’t really do anything” 

(Girl - 5th grade)

• ”It’s like I feel like I’m free or 
something… not like I can just do 
whatever I want, but that I can just 
drive freely”
(Girl – 6th grade) Cycling to school with her friend – Girl, 6th grade



Building capacity and “mastering” cycling to 
and from school

• “Mastering” cycling as a means of 
transportation – skills and physical 
capacity

• Difference between being able to 
ride, and “mastering” cycling

• “It wasn’t really hard (cycling to 
school)… A little… but after the 
second and third time… it felt easy. 
It was if I just flew ahead of my 
brother”

No cyclepath at this stretch means sometimes 
getting uncomfortably close to busses/lorries. 
Photo: Girl in 6th grade



Parent’s concerns and mobility habits

• Children’s active travel in the end depends on parents permissions

• Parents were aware of the benefits of cycling, as well as their children’s 
wish for active travel

• Fear of traffic and their children's safety in traffic

• Changing mobility practice is difficult in the time-constrained routine of 
daily life



The main challenge

• In spite of a willingness to active travel in school mobility among 
parents and children, the daily routine of work and school provides 
little opportunity for making new mobility habits



Everyday Life and possibilities for change

• Everyday life has the potential to change the structres that shape the 
possibilities of everyday life practice

• An utopian approach - Reshaping the possibilities of everyday life 
through interventions. Exploring the openings in an everyday life 
centred around automobility



Working with interventions in practice

Bottom right: Johan Heichelmann - Working with children’s mobility in Odense

Top left: Joachim Parbo – Cycling with pre-schoolers
Aarhus Municipality



Summary & Discussion

• Cycling and active travel to and from school is attractive for children 
because it’s an opportunity to be active and have independent mobility

• Parents recognize the benefits of cycling, but are cautious of letting them 
ride on their own

• Tight schedules in daily mobility makes it difficult to change mobility habits

• Using experimentation and interventions in daily mobility and daily life can 
provide a way of exploring and opening possibilities of more cycling in 
school mobility


